
Beginners Kit List:         Osie 4/20 

As newcomers to beekeeping you will develop your own methods of operations. This list is a 

suggestion of the kit you will generally need when visiting your colonies. Then there are some tips 

which you might not find in books, which you may find handy. This is advice born of experience. You 

don’t have to accept it. 

Bee suit. You get what you pay for. Cheap suits are made of thin cotton with weak zips, few pockets 

and difficult to get on/off. Some people swear by round veils others prefer the fencing type. It’s a good 

idea to wear a hat with a peak underneath as the peak holds the veil away from the face and if 

follically challenged provides a little more protection.  Round hats tend to grip the head more. With 

cheap suits the veil material bleaches especially because of washing. (You can colour it black again 

with a black pen). It’s much easier to wash the suit if you can remove the hood.  Use washing soda not 

pongy washing products that might smell nice to you but the bees don’t like. Also avoid washing 

yourself or hair with products containing strong scents and particularly avoid stuff containing coconut 

oil. Cheap suits have the hood sewn on to save on zips. Suits are easier to put on if the legs have ankle 

zips. Sleeves need thumb loops to keep them down. It’s nice to have a long leg pocket for your hive 

tool. Best suits are Sherriff (expensive) with BBWear (Cornwall) and West Country Bee Suits (Ottery St 

Mary) recommended.  I have one of West Country’s suits and a zip broke. I went in their shop and it 

was repaired while I popped into Sainsbury’s. They also make-to-measure. If you can afford a second 

suit, they come in handy. Don’t visit other apiaries with a soiled suit, you might be passing on disease. 

• Wellington boots. Don’t need heavy ones with metal toe protectors.  A sting on the ankle will 

make you hobble for a week.  

• Gloves. I prefer disposable nitrile gloves, you get better feel than with kitchen gloves. You can 

get them at Screwfix, Toolstation etc. Just throw them away afterwards, more hygienic. Wear 

three pairs. My experience with leather gloves; they shrink when washed, dry like concrete. If 

you have a pair you can oil or soap them up and keep for visitors. Used leather or dirty 

Marigolds should not be worn if visiting the club or other apiaries. Use the legs of old boot 

socks to cover the join glove to sleeve. Don’t bother with latex gloves, they break too easily. 

• Smoker. They are all much the same, however the cheap ones burn out the grid in the bottom. 

I’ve repaired mine with a piece of floor mesh but you could use any soft wire. See smoker 

refills as under. When returning from the hives, put the smoker somewhere fire safe. It’s a fire 

risk until it’s burnt out or empty and cold. 

 

• Carrying tray. 

You can buy a plastic type or make your own wooden one (sketch attached below). The plastic 

types are generally too small to bridge the hive frames and get holes melted in the plastic 

(carrying the smoker). When walking to the apiary you want the smoker alight and hooked 

onto the tray, you can then carry other kit in the free hand. By keeping all your tools together 

in the tray you will have everything you will normally need.  The following list is what’s 

generally in mine.  

• Hive tools. Most of us prefer the ‘J’ type. These have a flat scraper with a hook on the other 

end. Good cheap stainless ones can be found on Ebay, buy two as you will drop one in the 

grass. You can paint the body bright yellow so as to aid recovery and save a couple of pounds 



off the Rolls Royce version. Use the hook to lever up the frames breaking the prolyls seal. (A 

thin coat of Vaseline on the rails helps here). The levering action under the frame lug makes 

for a gentle non jerky operation. 

• Bee brush.  Often handy to clear bees from where you don’t want them. 

• Pencils/pens. Spares. Again you drop them in the grass. 

• Hive Record book. You must keep records of the stage of each colony. After a week, you won’t 

remember what you decided to do next visit. I use a thin flexible ring binder. Before you visit 

the apiary use this to plan your actions and the kit you will need. Note that if later you want to 

sell honey, it is a legal requirement that you keep a record of all medications you give to the 

bees going back at least five years. Try the East Devon beekeepers record sheet as used at the 

branch apiary ( http://www.eastdevonbk.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/EDBK-hive-

record-card-2016.pdf ). Note also you should not feed or medicate a colony once a super is put 

on. 

• Queen catcher/cage. The tube/piston type are good, you can bring the queen against the grid 

and mark her. Else the crown of thorns type is OK for marking but not so good for removing a 

queen. Practise with drones, this and following two items. 

• Pair of nail scissors (if you are a bee keeper who clips queens wings) 

• Match sticks. Multiple uses:  Restart a smoker.  To put under some types of feeders that shut 

off the air flow if only a single hole in the crown board. Also to raise the roof in summer to 

improve the hive ventilation and to dot-paint on the queen.  

• Queen marker. I carry a tube of acrylic paint of the year colour and use a matchstick to 

transfer the paint as a quick dot. Bee chandlers sell markers of each colour but you can get a 

whole pallet of acrylic colours from “The Works” or Lidl’s for the price of a single colour from 

the bee chandlers. This year we are on Blue but remember if you get an unmarked swarm the 

queen should probably be green or older. 

• Magnifying Glass. Kept in suit pocket rather than kit box to keep clean, to help look for eggs 

etc. (if the sun is shining you can have fun melting wax to “weld” wax on broken foundation). 

• Tweezers. Long pointed type best allows examination of contents of cells. 

• Gas lighter (the smoker always goes out when you need it most) 

• Spare fuel pellet. You can make with the tinder wrapped in a slip of newspaper and tied with 

cotton else buy the corrugated paper ones (don’t make your own using commercial corrugated 

cardboard. Often the glue when burnt makes gases which the bees don’t like). 

• Retractable snap-off knife. 

• Rubber Bands, large enough to hold a frame top to bottom. 

• Plastic Box, (150 x 75mm) somewhere to put brace comb.  

• 50mm paint brush, for cleaning monitor boards and solid/mesh floors. 

• Box of disposable nitrile gloves. You can wear 2-3 pairs so that when honeyed or propolis 

glued, you can pull one pair off. 

• Packet of Piriton antihistamine tablets or similar (Tesco do a good cheaper version). Take one 

if you get stung and show any reaction, for example, if you start to itch on the face or palms of 

hands. Also very handy if your partner gets stung. 

• Roll of 50mm wide sticky cloth tape. (Use this for all sorts of jobs, closing off a hive, quick 

repair of bee suit, etc). 

• Spare frame spacers if you use that type of frames. 

http://www.eastdevonbk.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/EDBK-hive-record-card-2016.pdf
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Extras. 

• Ratchet strap, 2 off x 3M holds the hive/supers together while you move parts. I wouldn’t 

recommend holding hives secure with these for long periods as u-v light makes them 

deteriorate quickly. 

• Mirror. I have one mounted on my shed door so that when the neck zip on my suit jams I can 

see why. Not vanity, but check all your zips done up. (If you visit the EDBK apiary there is one 

outside the door for this purpose). 

• Cleaning wipes. (You can get very bad marks from your partner if you get wax/ honey on the 

car steering wheel). 

• Don’t worry about spinners, honey tanks and jars - Sort that out latter, borrow from other 

beekeepers or the club apiary for your first year. 

• Patch of long grass, - don’t cut everything around the hives. Long grass can be used for all sorts 

of jobs. Blocking hive entrances, loading into frame feeders to stop the bees drowning, as 

cleaning material, etc. If the smoker is burning too quickly, slow it down with some green 

grass. Keep the grass short in front/under the front of the hive. 

• Have a welly boot puller handy. Then you can pull the boot off with the suit and put foot 

straight back into shoe. 

• Understanding partner. They get angry if: 

o You walk into the house with bees on your back. 

o You wind up the bees while they are sunbathing or digging the garden not far off. 

o You get smoke in the house or on the washing. 

o You get honey or wax on the kitchen floor. 

o You forget to take your suit out of the washing machine. 

o You block the sink trap with wax. 

o Etc. etc. 

o You can’t placate partners with a jar of honey. They will already be complaining about 

you taking up the cupboard space with it. The best thing to do with partners is enrol 

them as full beekeepers. 

 

• Lots of nice buttered hot toast to put the honey on. 

 

Hot tips: 

The quieter and gentler you are, so the bees will stay the same. If you want to stir them up, bang your 

hive tool on the box or drop a frame (even a quarter of an inch). Always remove an outside frame so 

there is room to move the frames so you don’t roll the bees as you lift the frame. Keep the frames 

together, as one is replaced slide it against the previous one, taking care not to trap bees between 

them.  This keeps the heat in the brood. When you have worked your way across the frames, slide 

them as a block back to their original position using your hive tool as a lever.  Remember, they are 

little ladies and should be treated as such. Always say hello ladies. You can sing to them if you like. 



If you get stung or notice bees stinging your suit or gloves, give the site a good smoke to mask the 

pheromone. 

Don’t over-smoke else they get arsy. A puff into the entrance and underneath when you first arrive, 

then take a short rest before the lid is taken off.  Another puff through the crown board hole, and then 

unless they start to all come onto the tops of the frames no more smoke is needed. Smoke again when 

you put the boxes back on to drive them down and then they are not crushed. If they do get nasty, 

give them some smoke then move away for a few minutes. Bees get touchy if there is a storm brewing 

and first thing in the morning before the foragers go out. 

Tip for tinder: Dry pine needles, crushed pine cones, hessian sacking. When you come to the 

Hunthay apiary, have a look outside David’s workshop, he often puts big bags of wood 

chippings/shavings there. Don’t use shavings from tropical hardwoods. I’m doubtful using egg boxes 

and reconstituted papers because of the binding agents. If the smoke smells acrid to you, it will 

probably do the same for the bees. Put some tape on the top of smoker bellows where you squeeze 

it. You can replace it when it gets dirty/honeyed. 

 

Remember that bees need water. A bowl of water with a few pebbles placed as landing/drinking 

places is good. If you are within 100m of a pond or river it should suffice. 

 
If you want to take photographs of single bees you need a macro setting. In which case, you will need a 

decent camera. Fit the lens with a ‘daylight filter’. Then when you head into the shot and get honey or 

wax on the lens, you can remove the filter afterwards to wash it. 

Always keep a spare brood box ready to take in a swarm. You can put it out as a bait box. Run out of 

brood boxes? A quick temporary fix is to tape two supers together so it houses the brood frames. 

Don’t leave them too long in this format else the bees will build brace comb in the bottom, but it gives 

you a few days grace time. 

Before you put a super on, warm it so that the wax sweats. The bees will accept it better. This is 

especially true of new wax. Somewhere warm in direct sunlight is good. 

Have several pieces of plain hardboard or similar the same size as your hives. Very useful for 

transporting full supers away from the apiary or shutting off the top while you are performing 

operations. When you take the honey, always remember to say “Thank you ladies”! 

I’ve just been cleaning out my bee shed. For super frames I’ve got a mix of Hoffmans, Manley’s, 

Castellated and somethings other than Nationals. The mixture is a pain. My advice is stick to 

National/WBC with Hoffmans throughout. There will be some nice waxy frames lighting my fires next 

winter. 

Keep on the right side of Val Bone. She is a honey who can be very helpful. 

If you come across a bee called Shirley 76AA, can you send her home to me please? 



 


